
Alternative Payments is an Award-Winning Alternative Billing Solutions Provider that specializes in 
bringing the latest technological advanced payment platforms to merchants worldwide.

CASHU is a safe and secure online payment method that was established in 2002 by Maktoob.com. 
It is considered the first and the largest in the MENA region, serving nearly 2.3 million consumers with 
accessible and easy solutions to pay online.

CASHU is available at over 75,000 of credible and approachable vendors spread across every country 
and city within the MENA region.
CASHU has made it easy to consumers to fund their CASHU accounts and shop online from merchants 
who accept CASHU as a payment method. 

CASHU is built upon, and encapsulates the most sophisticated and 
up to date fraud prevention and AML systems, reducing the risks 
associated with online payments for both buyers and merchants, 

which all allow for wider, safer and faster consumer participation in 
e-commerce.

Processing currency: USD
Risk of chargeback: NO

Payment guarantee: YES

CASHU advantages:

-NO RISK - Merchants have absolutely no risk. Each transaction must be authorized by the consumer, 
so there is a low risk of returns!

-MARKET - CASHU is currently accepted by over 7,000 online merchants around the globe, who got 
the chance to grow businesses and to expand smoothly and securely in the MENA region, offering their 

products and services to millions of buyers residing in this rapidly growing region.

-SECURE - CASHU protects from online fraud through advanced and secure technology.

®

ONLINE PAYMENT LEADER IN THE ARAB WORLD  



Product Description
E-Wallet

Merchant Advantages
•Provides an additional real-time online payment method to convenience consumers
•Provides merchants with access to a market segment with limited credit card usage

•Excellent alternative payment solution for declined card transactions and blocked customers
•Broad acceptance in the region

•Aquire new customers in previously unattainable regions

Users simply create an account, fund it and are ready to start making payments. CASHU provides 
a variety of options for the buyer to fund their CASHU account: CASHU Refill Coupons, Direct 

top up & Mobile top up.

Product Process

•Provides a trusted and familiar local payment method
•Convenient, reliable, and simple transaction process
•Offers access to more products and services
•No credit or debit card needed
•Local currency settlement

Consumer Advantages

Countries Supported
Egypt, Jordan and United Arab Emirates


